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Foreword
Global Compact Network India (UNGCNI) is the country level agency of United Nation Global Compact, in providing a robust platform for Indian businesses, academic institutions and civil society organizations for joining hands in
strengthening, responsible & sustainable business practices, based on 10 Principles in areas of Human Rights, Labour,
Environment & Anti-Corruption which provide a common ethical and practical Framework for Corporate Responsibility.
The current crisis of COVID-19 has re-enforced that we can respond, recover, rebuild and restore the health, of both
our planet and its people, through Innovative Sustainable Business Practices, aligned with 10 Global Principles & 17
Sustainable Development Goals of UN. HR being a critical business partner, must innovate and practice sustainable
solutions for its people, which are aligned with the business goals of the organisation, to partner in recovery & rebuilding, in the post pandemic scenario. I am extremely happy to know that as part of its endeavor to build Sustainability as
a hallmark of responsible business practices, UNGCNI had organised a unique Case Study Contest on HR Sustainable
Best Practices, as part of UNGC’s Uniting Businesses to fight against COVID-19.
While there’s no substitute for real experience, it helps to hear and share stories of resourcefulness in action and hence
these case studies would present a unique opportunity to understand and mentally experience business dilemmas in
a real-life context. Using case studies to educate and impart learnings makes greater sense, since there is an immediate need for translating the takeaways of case studies to practical life experiences to solve complex challenges experienced at workplace. Case studies leads to better engagement with the problem situation, enhances critical thinking
and draws out conclusions based on inferences mentioned in the cases, which are cognitive assets for managers in any
organization which enhances performance to next higher level. Case study method enhances ability to quickly make
sense of a complex problem & rapidly arrive at an optimum solution, through enriched interactions and brain storming
discussions. I am sure, that UNGCNI HR Sustainable Innovative Practices Case Study Contest would become a platform for Responsible Businesses to not only showcase their HR best practices in response to COVID-19 pandemic, but
also to recognize and celebrate these. This Contest will bring to the fore and would enable learning from the Sustainable innovative practices of HR from across Industries in India, with particular focus on the challenges posed by the
pandemic, both now and in future.
My hearty congratulations to UNGCNI, for this great initiative. All the Best!

Ranjan Kumar Mohapatra
Director (HR), Indian Oil Corporation Limited
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Foreword
COVID-19 has had a wide scale impact on economy and society leading to loss of lives, loss of employment,
disruption of supply chain for the necessities to provide for etc. It is in these challenging times that importance of
Sustainable Development Goals is manifested. Sustainable Development Goals of “Good Health and Well Being”
and “Decent Work and Economic Growth” formed the support pillars that helped in navigating through the pandemic
situation. The unprecedented economic impact on the countries and organization, social impact on human lives
have led to innovation in multitude ways. The businesses learnt new ways of dealing with the pandemic and new
models have emerged. The Human Resources department of the organizations formed the core group which played
a critical role in innovating the means to organize and maintain productivity of the employees and at the same time
in ensuring well-being of the employees and the stakeholders.
Highlighting the global issue and role of Human Resources, UN Global Compact Network India organized a unique
Case Study Contest on HR Sustainable Best Practices as part of UNGC’s #Uniting Business to fight against
COVID19, on the theme: 'Staying Focused on People During & Post Covid-19'. The HR Case Study contest has
brought to fore the innovation and creativity of Human Resource Professionals of our great country particularly
as a timely response to the COVID 19 pandemic. I would like to congratulate the UNGCNI team for seamless
management of the online event and wish them success in their future endeavor.
With best regards

Sanil C Namboodiripad
Managing Director,
OTPC
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Foreword
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
Greetings!
The HR Case Study Contest was UNGCNI’s tribute to the entire HR fraternity for the extensive work they had to
perform to respond to COVID 19. It was something that all of us were totally unprepared for. HR as a strategic
business function had to redefine the entire work processes- bringing technology and WFH policies, safety, security,
physical and mental health and so on.
This Compendium brings us face-to-face with the top 25 HR Best Practices that are innovative and sustainable
bringing back a sharper focus on People. I am sure these will inspire and ignite one and all.
Best wishes

Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee
Secretary General, Indian Steel Association
Former Director General & CEO, Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs
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Foreword
I am extremely happy to note that the UNGCNI is organizing a case study contest on sustainable and innovative
HR practices. JAGSOM is privileged to be a part of this initiative. Since the outbreak of the Covid 19 pandemic,
according to Harvard Business Review, 75% of employees feel more socially isolated, 57% of them suffer from
anxiety, and 53% of them feel more emotionally exhausted. According to research conducted by Hubspot, 69% of
employees working in the US say they would work harder if they were better engaged and appreciated.
Sustainable and innovative HR practice assumes importance like never before in the context of the next normal
of remote/work from home (WFH) distributed employees. Several studies have established a strong relationship
between employee engagement/ HR practices and business performance. According to Gallup’s State of the Global
Workplace, only 15 per cent of employees are engaged well in their workplace. According to Forbes, a full week of
virtual meetings drains 38% of employees, while another 30% felt stressed. That is why employee engagement and
retention have become crucial in today’s time. With the current pandemic and the shift to WFH, companies must
invest more time and effort in acknowledging and connecting with their employees to keep them motivated and
happy, which in turn helps in improved market performance and employee retention. There are studies that reveal
that employees love to work for those organizations that play a vital role in sustainable activities and address
the environmental and social issues competently. This is where the roots of sustainability grow into the business
world and the development of the ‘Triple Bottom Line’ system set in motion for business entities and organizations.
Studies have found that Sustainable HRM has a significant direct effect on sustainable employee performance and
perceived sustainable organizational support.
I am sure, this case study competition will bring to fore many innovative ideas and debate the post-Covid practices to rewire the entire HR practices with other functions of the organization, leveraging today’s best practices
in algorithmic business thinking.

Dr Atish Chattopadhyay
Director, Jagdish Sheth School of Management (JagSom),
Bangalore and Karjat, Greater Mumbai
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Foreword
Dear Colleagues,
It gives me great satisfaction that UN Global Compact Network India’s first and unique HR Case Study Contest
concluded successfully. It brought together the best HR Practices from as many as 40 established companies with
65 entries. The idea of this contest particularly in COVID times was conceived by my dear friend Late Shri Kamal
Singh Ji and keeping in line with his vision, Team GCNI together with partners such as BIMTECH presented an
inspiring and engaging set of innovative and sustainable HR practices in response to COVID and beyond.
This compendium is a showcase of the entries shortlisted for the Grand Finale held on November 7th 2020.
My sincere best wishes to all the participants and the readers!

Dr. H. Chaturvedi
Director, BIMTECH
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Foreword
COVID-19 has thrown unprecedented challenges at humanity, disrupting almost all walks of life. In times of crisis such as
the one we are currently experiencing, businesses have to be predictive and proactive in their decision-making to preserve
business continuity, build enterprise resilience and plan for a robust recovery. HR leaders play an important role in assessing and contributing to a broader response that embeds their organization’s mission, values, and societal impact, along
with a focus on the well-being of the staff, stakeholders, and the community. They must endeavour to come up with innovative strategies that keep employee spirits and productivity levels high both during COVID 19 and post the pandemic.
Global Compact Network India’s ‘Sustainable and Innovative HR Practices Case Study Contest’ is a call of action for
sustainable and innovative HR practices that build and embed the organisational capabilities of agility, resilience and an
ecosystem mind-set into the organisational design, capability and culture. It’s an exhortation for the HR community to
reinvent its role and reconsider its priorities to enable not just individual organisations but also the business community as
a whole to collaborate and drive inclusive growth. The purpose of this contest is to explore an innovative strategic transition that aligns the dynamism of HR practices and survival strategies for a sustainable future.
From across India 41 leading corporates, PSUs, academia and NGO’s participated in our ‘Sustainable and Innovative HR
Practices Case Study Contest’. The participants were judged on leadership, innovation, efficacy and sustainability in their
responsible HR practices both during and post-covid, which was aptly, demonstrated through their case study submissions. Through responsible leadership and innovation, all entries showcased how they have created excellence in the new
normal and redefined HR practices. The first round of detailed and in-depth screening was done by our independent and
eminent jurors. The top 25 case studies shortlisted made presentations on their case studies in a Grand Finale in front of
a designated global jury panel and were further evaluated to select the top three winners: Hindustan Unilever Ltd, Altran
and TCS.
Our heartiest congratulations to all of them! Few of the top 25 case studies are being published in this compendium, which
will be shared through our Knowledge Hub across the world. The success of our ‘Sustainable and Innovative HR Practices Case Study Contest’ could not have been possible without the support of our Knowledge Partner Accenture, our
Academic Partner BIMTECH, our B-School Partners IFIM Business School, along with our Jury Members. We would like
to express our sincere appreciation for their contribution throughout this novel journey.

Shabnam Siddiqui
Executive Director, UNGCNI
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Foreword
The beginning of last year, the world as we knew changed due to the global pandemic. It had a huge impact on the
work & workforce across industries globally. It also clearly established that it is only through Innovative, Sustainable and Responsible Business Practices aligned with SDGs and 10 UN Global Principles that we can respond,
recover, rebuild and restore the health both of our planet and its people. HR being a critical strategic partner of a
business had to therefore play a critical role to further enable culture of Responsible Leadership with a particular
focus on people within the organization and across the ecosystem.
It was with this intent that in September 2020, UNGCNI initiated an HR Sustainable Innovative Practices Case
Study Contest to celebrate and reward organizations with responsible and sustainable HR practices. The objective
was to establish sustainability as a hallmark of responsible business practices. Accenture had the privilege to be
the knowledge partner for this initiative.
Round 1 of the contest saw 53 entries from the top organizations in India. The entries were judged by a distinguished jury of corporate and academic HR experts. Top 25 shortlisted entries were then coached by senior Accenture leaders to prepare them for the Grand Finale.
The Grand Finale held on November 7, 2020 took the virtual route this year to adapt to the changing times. The Top
3 winners were awarded trophies and a certificate of excellence, in addition to their entries being published on the
UNGCNI Global Website. What inspires us more is the seed of sustainability and responsible leadership that we
hope the organizations will nurture further in the days to come!

Vishvesh Prabhakar

Abhishek Chhabra

MD (Partner), Accenture India

Principal Director, Accenture India
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Executive Summary
Driven by their 10 principles & 17 sustainability development goals (SDGs), UNGCNI has been providing a robust platform for Indian
businesses, academic institutions and civil society organizations to join hands for strengthening responsible business practices
UNGCNI is committed to helping firms drive this agenda with Responsible & Sustainable HR practices, esp. during (& after) Covid-19; hence
the Sustainable and Innovative HR Practices Case Study Contest

10 September

28 September

21 October

21 Oct – 06 Nov

07 November

Submission
of entries

Jury finalization
for initial round

Jury to decide
the top 25
entries

Prepare for the
grand finale

Virtual ~3 HR
Grand Finale

Jury comprising of
MDs, CHROs and
senior HR Leaders

Scoring criteria and
evaluation notes in
subsequent slides

Accenture provided
coaching to the top
25 entries

58 entries from 41
organizations from
Business & IT services
PSUs
Consumer Products
Services, Industrial &
Auto

Copyright © 2020 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Dry runs for Grand
Finale
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Top 3 winners
overall
Top 3 winners from
each category

ORGANIZATIONS NEED TO LEAD FROM THE FRONT IN
BUILDING SUSTAINABLE POLICIES & PRACTICES
UNGCNI is committed to helping firms drive this agenda with Responsible & Sustainable HR
SDGs

Overarching context for
sustainability transformation in India

Well Being &
Responsible Ops

Equality &
Sustainability

Good Health and
Well-being
Quality Education
Responsible
Consumption and
Production

Responsible

Work for
Greater Good

Gender Equality
Reduced Inequality

Decent Work
and Economic
Growth

Sustainable Cities
and Communities

Affordable and
Clean Energy

Industry, Innovation
and Infrastructure

Climate Action

HR Professionals to
be directly responsible in creating an
environment which
enables the workforce to appreciate
and practice initiatives leading to overall mission statement

Sustainable
HR Professionals to
take the onus to help
organizations formulate and implement
such policies that
promote sustainable business practices
keeping in mind the
impact on the society

Examples of Initiatives:
Collaboration

Innovation

Copyright © 2020 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Policy
intervention

Behavioral
changes

Community
engagement
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Paperless Office- strive to go Digital
Promote Usage of Public / Shared Transport
Segregate Waste, Recycle Waste
Reduce Business Travel- use Video &
Teleconferencing
Focus on Physical and Mental Health and Hygiene

COVID-19 CRISIS HAS CLEARLY ESTABLISHED THE
NEED FOR INNOVATIVE SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
PRACTICES
Organizational Challenges posed by Covid-19

Way Forward
Innovative Sustainable Business Practices aligned
with SDGs and UN Global Principles can go a long
way to help organizations take care of its employees
yet deliver value to its stakeholders

Equip and empower the workforce
appropriately to work remotely

Prioritize employee safety and wellbeing

HR as an employee-facing function is uniquely
poised to drive this agenda across organizations
HR has to innovate to come up with sustainable
practice in the new world for its people both during
and post the pandemic

Create open communication channels
and ensure remote engagement
Serve customers’ core needs by
adapting to changing global and local
conditions

Respond Recover Rebuild Restore

Establish business continuity by
supporting relationships with all
stakeholders incl. suppliers
HR as a critical strategic partner has to instill a culture of Sustainability with a focus on people
12

AS PART OF ITS UNITING BUSINESSES INITIATIVE IN
THE COVID WORLD, UNGCNI LAUNCHED
A CASE STUDY CONTEST
Platform for responsible businesses to showcase their HR best practices
Rewards
Unique National Case Study Contest
on HR Sustainable Best Practices

Top 3 Case studies on
UNGCNI Website

Recognize, reward and learn from
model HR Sustainable innovative
practices implemented across
Industries in India

Trophy and Certification
of Excellence from
UNGCNI for Top 3 Teams

Focus on practices and policies
framed to deal with the challenges
posed by the pandemic both now and
in future

Top 25 Case Studies will be published
& shared through UNGCNI
knowledge hub across the world
Grand Finale to be live streamed
across the world

Participating teams also benefit from the veteran guidance provided, shared best
practices, and people-focused employee branding
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Evaluation criteria
Score

Impact – People, Planet
& Profit
40%

0

Indirect / unclear impact of
policy on people, planet &
profit

1

Indirect impact on 2 or more
areas – people, planet & profit

2

Significant, measurable
impact on 1 of 3 areas people, planet & profit

3

4

Quality and Alignment
to SDGs during COVID-19
30%

Innovation

Presentation

20%

10%

Lack of clarity on what the
policy entails, either during or
post COVID scenario

Lack of clearly demonstrated
innovation quotient across
technology / process / org

1 or more key aspects missing
in submission (Per Annex 2)

Policy formulation not very
precise & clear

Limited innovation in 2 or
more of 3 areas: technology,
process and org

All except 1-2 minor points
covered in presentation

Well-structured policy with
some views of potential
impact post COVID, some
linkage to a UNGCNI SDGs

Clear and impactful
innovations in 1 of 3 areas:
technology, process and org

All key aspects addressed
clearly and directly in
presentation

Significant, measurable
impact on 2 of 3 areas people, planet & profit

Well-structured policy with
clear view of sustainable
impact post COVID, clearly
linked to one or more UNGCNI
SDGs

Clear and impactful
innovations in 2 of 3 areas:
technology, process and org

Cogent and impactful storytelling and narration

Significant, measurable
impact on all 3 areas - people,
planet & profit

Well-structured policy implications, clear path of sustainable impact and enhancement
ideas, clearly linked to one or
more UNGCNI SDGs

Clear and impactful innovations in all 3 areas: technology, process and org

Extremely well-structured and
well-narrated storytelling and
impact

Multiple entries from organisations were allowed
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Round 1 saw 58 entries judged
by an independent jury
58
Entries
5
industry
segments

25
finalists
UNGCNI HR CASE study
contest
41
Organizations

A Virtual Grand Finale of the
Top 25 Teams for the First Time!

Top 25 shortlisted organisations from Round 1

1

Hindustan Unilever Limited

2

Altran

3

TCS

4

GAIL

5

ONGC - Chennai

6

Tata Steel

7

Maruti Suzuki

8

Hero MotoCorp - Employee Wellness

9

Times Group

10

Panasonic - Safety, Health, and Wellness

11

Vedanta - Jharsuguda - Project SEED

12

Hella

13

Cairn Oil and Gas, Vedanta Ltd

14

HCL

15

Panasonic - Digital Engagement

16

OTPC

17

POSOCO

18

HMEL

Grand Finale Date

Time given to each team

19

HPCL

7th November 2020
10 AM to 1:30 PM

3 minutes of Presentation
2 minutes of QA with Jury

20

People Strong

21

Hero MotoCorp - Virtual Learning

22

Tech Mahindra

23

Sterlite Technology

24

Vedanta - Jharsuguda - Health and Hygiene

25

Zensar

Presentation requirements
Teams had to present a crisp, concise version of their presentation focusing
on impact and coherent storytelling
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Winners of the contest
Overall contest Winners

Winner

1st Runner-Up

2nd Runner-Up

HUL

altran

TCS

Industry-wise Winners
PSUs

INDUSTRIALS

AUTO

BUSINESS & IT

CONSUMER GOODS
& SERVICES

WINNER

GAIL

Tata Steel

Maruti Suzuki Ltd.

Altran

Times Group

1ST
RUNNER-UP

ONGC Chennai

Sterlite Technology

Hero Motocorp
[Employee Wellness]

TCS

Panasonic
[Safety, Health & Wellness]
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Handing over of Ambulance to GB Hospital

Construction of Toilet in school

Mobile health van launched in presence of Deputy CM of Tripura

Head Office: Admn Block, OTPC Power Plant,
Palatana, Tripura - 799105
Site Office: PO-Palatana, Kakraban Road, Udaipur,
Gomati Tripura - 799105

Overall - winner

hul
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UNGCNI Sustainable & Innovative HR Practices
Flow Talent to Value | A CASE STUDY
Flow Talent to Value Concept
Excess
Capacity

With the dual objective of protecting livelihoods & resourcing business
growth imperatives, we embarked on a holistic redeployment intervention and Flowing Talent to Value. We identified talent with capacity and
redirected them to business-critical hotspots. This delivered real time
value & growth along with zero job loss in our ecosystem.

Business
Priority

We redeployed at scale in Sales where we have 40000+ 3P force. Our
front field sales story of redeployment followed a two-pronged approach
of “Optimizing Reach of People” and “Leveraging Technology”. For our
frontline leaders, we realigned the territories in much smaller geographic
areas, ensuring direct customer communication and trade execution. For
salesmen visiting markets, we mapped each outlet to 1 salesman only.
We used geotagging functionality of our sales force hand-held devices
to map them to an HUL distributor, closest to their place of residence.
That’s how we communicated effectively with our 4000+ network of
distributors. Feet on street resources were redeployed for tele-calling
were assigned to do 2 tasks: drive adoption of our B2B Shikhar App &
take orders. It ensured we were virtually connected with trade.

Powered by Technology | Nurtured by partnerships
Protecting & creating Livelihoods (PEOPLE)
with Business Impact (PROFITS)
HUL
FOOTPRINT

18,600
Own
employees

80,000+
3P Field
Force

26,000
CL: Own / 3P
factories

128,000
Shakti
Ammas

104
Factories
& DCs

Frontline Sales – Organized Redeployment
Excess
Capacity

Business
Priority

Flow ‘Talent’ to ‘Value’
		 In-store promoters
		 Beauty Advisors
		Merchandisers
Leveraging Technology

Geo-tagging
enabled resource
mapping

Tele-calling
B2B app
(Shikhar)

Reskilling
through
learning app
(Paathshaala)

		 Demand Capture (Sales)
		 Demand Fulfilment
(Delivery)
40K+
Feet on Street

Redeployment for office based employees was through a tech-based
App; FLEX Experiences. FLEX Experiences creates a free marketplace
for talent to be connected to these opportunities powered by Artificial
Intelligence. People can volunteer time for projects that interest them.
Equally, employees can post projects when they need specialized skills
or simply a helping hand in times of increased work. It has been the
perfect tech-enabled solution for us to Flow Talent to Value in the time
of COVID-19 and has helped unlock 66,000 hours & resourced 360+
projects.

Optimizing Reach

Smaller
1 salesman
territories
per outlet
Order Order For Frontline
selling
Taking Delivery for Focused Essential SKUs
Squad Squad
operations
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Overall - winner

hul
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Flow Talent to Value across Value Chain | 3500+ Resources Redeployed
Depots
E-Com
External Partners

Factory
Redeployment to
critical production lines
(Ice creams to Tea)
Prabhat Community
Outreach Program for
confidence building

Alternate manpower
suppliers & external
partnerships
Inter-corporate
redeployment

HORECA resources
moved to e-Comm
Partnerships with
last mile delivery
companies

Corporates

Government

HIGH
TECH
HIGH
TOUCH

Consumer

Quality & Engineering
resources moved to
Demand Planning &
Procurement (13%
capacity enhanced)

Skin Cosmetics
resources moved to
Hand & Home Hygiene

Merchandizers &
Lakmé beauty advisors
& in store promoters
redeployed for ordertaking
Demand Capture to
demand fulfilment

Internal Network

Community Outreach
Front Field

Supply Chain
Mkt. & R&D

We introduced interventions at different nodal
points in the Value Chain in cohesion to produce
the beautiful harmony of flowing Talent to Value.
This is how we created a series of flowing talent
to value across the value chain, staying committed to our responsibility to serve the consumers.
The impact of our program is on People & Profits and can be articulated as 0 – 100 – 100,000.
On the People front, there has been 0 impact
to livelihoods, a +200bps of improvement on
WFH effectiveness score, & 100% clarity to our
employees on priorities. On the Profits or business front, 0 business priority un-resourced, , 0
gap on Feet on Street & factories maintaining

Distribution

optimal operations in new normal, moreover we
unlocked a potential 100crore business opportunity and resourced it internally via redeployment. Lastly, over 100,000 additional hours,
per month were unlocked through this program.
Our recent experiences taught us that Flowing
Talent to Value at scale is possible and it enables
us to grow our business faster. We will take 3
clear actions to sustain this going forward as
outlined on the slide.
One of our big learnings has been that the biggest
unlock to flowing talent to value is the mindset
19

shift. As we have worked in fixed structures
& roles over so many decades, it is not easy to
adopt this new way of working. This experience
has helped us see the benefits of doing this, and
through these 3 actions, we will respond to the
needs of our people and the organization, and
thereby reimagine the future of work.
Our ultimate ambition is that we steadily
progress towards an 80-20% Fixed to Flex
organization by 2025. And through our partnerships, we will work towards flowing talent to
value across the industry, positively impacting
Indian economy.

altran

Overall Winner - 1st Runner Up
Sustainable and Innovative HR Practices Case Study Contest

Case Study | Employee
Engagement in the New Normal
Our Journey

Our strategic and innovative interventions

Beginning March, the BCP Taskforce ensured 90% of employees were
enabled to work seamlessly by the time lockdown was announced

Altran (a part of Capgemini) is a world leader in engineering and R&D
services. With our 13000+ workforce spread across 6 office locations in
India, we offer our clients a unique value proposition to meet their transformation and innovation challenges and support them to develop the products and services of tomorrow. At Altran, we are driven by the conviction
of being resilient, that is to continue to endeavor, to persevere, to surmount
and transform any crisis into an opportunity.

As a precursor, we touched base with 100% of our employees
through WhatsApp within 2 days of Lockdown
Introduced Doctor Helpline (Online) to mitigate the risk of exposure
to the virus
Revamped our hiring and onboarding process into a virtual- paperless format

The outbreak of the pandemic led to exodus of the workforce from 6 work
locations to a vast spread across the country, presenting us with the
following challenges:

Offices were resumed with complete precautions and 5% resources
were unblocked in May’20 to meet business priorities

Enabling and ensuring business continuity through robust IT and Non-IT
Infrastructure and process amendments

Introduced Employee Leave Donation program to create a shared
leave pool that will be utilized for extending support to other employees who might experience a health crisis

Establishing real time connect to touch base with employees, augment
collaboraion and in still a sense of stability and predictability

The scope of our most coveted Annual Awards ceremony was
increased by 46 times for our 14000+ employees to enjoy our virtual
show at home with their families

Fortified medical facilities and assistance programs needed to keep
employees physically and mentally fit during pandemic

Established structured induction program helping new-hires to
settle down in virtual times

As a solution, we came up with a Sustainable Employee Engagement
Model which is premised on 4 strategic drivers- Business Continuity,
Employee’s Health & safety, Employee Experience and cutting across
these three is the Effective Communication

Ensured continuous virtual fun initiatives, Ergonomics & Yoga
sessions, Informative mailers and webinars on emotional well-being, and availability of trained counsellors over dedicated hotline
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Overall Winner - 1st Runner Up
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Our Measures of Success

Good Health & Wellbeing- 22% Employees covered through Employee
Assistance Program to help cope with mental stress issues, 280+ employees benefited through Shared Leave Program, established LGBTQAI+ wellness center in Bengaluru

During the pandemic, our first and foremost priority was to ensure
the health and wellness of our employees. Hence, 280+ employees
were supported through the shared leave program, 22% employees were
provided direct counselling, and 10% of employees staying in Paying Guest
Accommodation who were identified to be in the Risk Zone were assisted.

Gender Equality- 5% reduction in women employee turnover, 33% women
recognized through the most coveted Annual Excellence Awards, 500
women supported through She-Arise Women Empowerment- Training &
Employability Program

Further, our responsibility towards the planet as an organization was
fulfilled by digitizing internal processes (Onboarding, reimbursement
processes), using renewable sources of energy (power sourcing from
windmill energy in Bangalore and Chennai offices). We also stood behind
the larger community through our structured CSR program (Supported
LGBTQI+ Community, Rural Areas, Police, Hospitals through Ration and
PPE kit distribution and wellness Counselling sessions).

Climate Change- 100% power sourcing from windmill energy in 2 facilities
of Bangalore and Chennai locations, auto sensors installed in taps across
the facilities to avoid wastage of water

Our Way forward

Finally, together with our engaged workforce and structured interventions to redesign processes and infrastructure, we enabled our business
to thrive even in chaos. This has not only helped us take productivity to
newer heights but also welcome several new logos in CY20.

As the new normal is going to be the way of life, we have established the
following in line with the Sustainable Development Goals, to scale up our
employee engagement model:
Work from Home Guidelines which are the Guardrails for Managers
and employees to make WFH balanced and effective

Our alignment with Sustainable Development Goals

Our Return to office is now based on the Hybrid Work Model and

Zero Hunger- LGBTQAI+ community was supported through dry ration
and monthly rent, 2460 Family Essential Kits distributed to marginalized
families, 80+ employees extended shelter, food, and emotional connect to
the stranded colleagues

Increased digitization in form of intuitive service desks and collaboration tools
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Best Practice- Ensuring Flow
through HR gateway
“GAIL (INDIA) LIMITED’ the youngest Maharatna company of India,
through its numerous timely and pro-active HR interventions not only
ensured business continuity and safety of all stakeholders but went a step
ahead in heeling the local community and society at large and emerged as
a responsible organisation during the global Pandemic.

Establishment of Lodging and Accommodation Facilities for Contract
workmen in Plant Premises
Implementation of Staggered Timing Pattern to maintain Social
Distancing
Awareness Sessions for Truck Drivers & Local Communities on
COVID-19

GAIL being an essential service provider continued its operations to ensure
the uninterrupted supply of LPG (Liquified Petroleum Gas), PNG (Piped
Natural Gas) and CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) despite confronting with
various challenges during lockdown such as shortage of vendor services
due to location constraint, minimum availability of manpower, etc.

B. Zero Hunger
Distribution of Free Food to Contract Workmen during lockdown

It is often said that challenges open door to new opportunities. Our organisation also leveraged this opportunity by introducing a series of transformational HR practices and designed policies that not only helped in sailing
through the present crisis but are sustainable in the longer run as well.
Some of the initiatives taken by the Organisation for all the stakeholders
during the pandemic are:

Alternate employment opportunities for local communities
through In-house production of Masks etc.
Arrangement of food packets and drinking water for migrant workers

C. Good Health & Well-Being

A. Decent Work & Economic Growth

		
Establishment of Quarantine Facility during Primitive Stage of COVID19 in township for employees

Distribution of free PPE Kits, Masks, Sanitizers to different
Stakeholders
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Organization of free COVID-19 testing camps, health camps for
contract workers, Maids & Residents of Townships
Facilitation of door-to-door delivery services in Township (Grocery,
Vegetables, Fruits, Milk, etc.)

People
No wage cuts for contract workers.

Introduction of Tele-Medicine/ Consultation for Residents from
in-house Medical Team

No cuts in incentives on promotions.
No COVID-19 positive case till September 2020 at PATA plant.

Contribution of Rs. 50 Lakhs to District Administration at each operating site/ work centre

Profitability

D. Quality Education

87% of Polymer production and 95% of LHC production was achieved
at PATA Plant till July 20.

Setting-up of smart classes in 180 Government Schools in nearby
Villages of Auraiya District

In house production of Sanitizer liquid (5053 litres) & Disinfectant
(10,505 Litres) at QC lab was carried out till July 2020.

Distribution & Installation of 1000 Solar lights in nearby villages

107% of Polymer was dispatch till July 20.

E. Sanitization

Planet

Scheduled sanitization and fumigation of Public Places on a continuous basis in Township as well as in Local Area.

Digitalization of employee’s claims and vendor bills

Distribution of 1500 Sanitary Napkin Packets in nearby Villages

Shift from paper proposals to e-proposals
Significant reduction in cost of business travels and tours

These and many more initiatives had a tremendous impact on our People,
Profitability and Planet during the VUCA environment when companies were
struggling to continue their operations and were eventually compelled to
shut down the plant operations. The impact has been captured as follows:-
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Integrated Online Apprentice Management
system in ONGC for Efficacy of HR-ER Services
Row

Business Challenge

Innovative Approach

SDG Alignment

A

Unprecedented Pandemic Crisis &
Scattered 22 locations

Smart Solution through In-house expertise

B

Lack of Integration & More Man-hours

Unified 22 locations under One umbrella

C

High quantum of paper work & Delaying in
process (Cascading Effect)

Centralized & Uniform approach

A

Impact
PEOPLE

Partnership for the Goals
Responsible Consumption and
Production

Website Operational Cost

impact
Row

Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
Good Health and Well Being

10,00,000
Approach

SDG Alignment

Attracting locals youth from
Operational areas from 15 states –
Inclusive Growth
MDT Approach – Collaborative
Learning

End Poverty

B

PLANET

Paperless submission (1500 queries)
Less carbon footprint leading to
eco-friendly initiatives

Responsible
Consumption and
Production

C

PROFIT

Direct saving of Rs.55 lakhs/Annum
Incremental Saving of Rs.6 crores/
Annum

Decent work
and Economic
Growth
24

Around
15 lakhs

Development Server Setup

2,50,000
Per month

Maintenance

Since the site developed in-house & hosted on open source
server “X- amp” above Operational Cost becomes ZERO

ONGC - Chennai
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Our Vision

Our achievement
Empowerment
Enlightenment

Engagement

Adequate Training
in Market relevant
trade

Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
felicitates ONGC for record engagement of apprentices

Ensuring Skilled
Manpower to meet
market demand

Socio-economic
development
Somesh Ranjan and Shanthi
Wadhwani receiving Certificate
of Appreciation Award from Dr
Mahendra Nath Pandey

Efforts Turned into Results
Savings (in Man hrs):
71,773

Resource (Manpower)
Reduction: 80%

75,293
220
44

3,520

2019

2020

2019

2020
25

Dr Alka Mittal appreciating the
Team CSDCs For the milestone
achievement
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Connected Workforce System will be used
to establish World Class Safety Culture
This HR & IT solution is Completely-integrated safety management system
with location identification device – it helped us achieve: Zero production
loss due to manpower shortage (>4000 high risk employees tested).

When the pandemic hit all of us, there was disruption everywhere and
every business got impacted. While many organizations were unprepared
for the onslaught of this pandemic, Tata Steel as an organization proved to
be in a much better place with its innovative thinking and preparing for the
future. Keeping up pace with the digital world we as HR team partnered
with our IT cell to implement a solution to enable safety measures for our
employees especially our contract workers.

Employees could also trigger SOS to alert the authorities in case they are
in imminent danger. The system triggers of Auto-alerts in- any hazardous
area/ unauthorized entry, immobility, etc. This has helped in creating a safe
working environment for our women employees as well. It provides for
monitoring Statutory & Non-Statutory norms to proactively identify gaps.

In this pandemic, the major challenge was to sustain the Business Continuity amidst the lock down, maintaining social distancing and ensuring
the health and safety of workers. This IoT based Connected Workforce
Management prepared us very well to handle the same along with better
manpower planning, real time manpower reports, easy identification of
high risk cases through monitoring of travel declaration of employees.
Analytics & visualization provided by the implementation of this solution
enabled timely action to safeguard our employees and ensured business
continuity when stoppage of even one unit like Blast-furnaces directly
impacts our bottom line in Rs. Crores/hour.

This IoT solution has been designed on customized Low Range Network
technology to ensure long-term sustainability of solution. In the long run
or Post Covid time, the Connected Workforce System will be used to establish World Class Safety Culture in Tata Steel as one of its main objective.
Various functions will get linked through this system like Gate pass for
entry, Work Permits, Availability of manpower as per demographics, ensuring Safety, overall manpower utilization, creating appropriate work orders,
etc. This will prevent any unauthorized entry inside the work premise and
ensure presence of right number of employees, as required.

With 75000+ employees engaged through contracts and 32000+ employees on roll and almost 49 locations throughout the country – having one
digital platform with all information about movement of people inside our
premises is noteworthy.

As a scale up, the next plan is to enhance the scope of the system to
community especially in Raw Material locations where the work area and
the Tata Steel colonies are merged with each other. This solution will help
in keeping everyone safe inside or outside the work area.
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Contact Tracing

Prevent Overcrowding

Detect Risk @ Entry Points

Integration with NIC Database

Movement History through employee’s historical
movement data across zones

Alert on over crowded Zones to monitor number of
people present in a zone at a given time

Combining Covid-19 Declaration, Tracking & Contact
Tracing, High Risk Cases are denied entry

Aarogya Setu integration provides the ability to track
social contacts of our workforce outside of works and
enable us to implement appropriate health response

Suraksha App for White Collar Employees

Risk Profile

Using BLUETOOTH technology of the mobile device to
functions as a BLE tracker inside factory premise.

Combining the risk profiles of the individuals, management
has the view of available workforce to run operations
smoothly

Suraksha Portal

The Connected Workforce Platform integrates the following components
to provide a safe working condition- Gate Entry Data, Attendance Records,
Data stored in Contract Workforce Management System, E-permit issued
to the employees to start work and data for the device we call us “Suraksha Card”.

Social Distancing Al Application

The Tata Steel workforce comes from the immediate townships where
the plants are located. If this innovative initiative would not have been
deployed in time than it would have led to possible closures manufacturing plants and mines along with impact the nearby community. This would
have further resulted in challenging cash flow situation for the company
and loss of key customers. The following benefits can be directly attributed
to this innovation:

Face-Mask Detection

Risk Profiling of employees provided the management visibility of critical skillset availability to plan and manage operations, saving Rs 300
crores by maintaining business continuity at shop floor.

Crowd Building Heatmap
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Post implementation, no loss of production linked to
closure/stoppage of facility due to Covid19 outbreak
across Tata Steel India
Generations of auto-alerts to respective area owners in
case of entry in high hazardous zone

impact

Timely support to workers through SOS alarm in case of
any distress
More than 10K people were blocked for entry inside
company premises based on inputs on Covid declaration / Risk detection digital tracks at gates. This helped
company mitigating Covid risk associated with entry of
high risk people
Increase in online travel declaration & smart card carrying enabled management in saving more than 1150 trees
and counting
27.55 tons of Carbon Dioxide removed from Earth’s
atmosphere by eco-friendly initiatives
Provided 100% contact trace information inside campus
Ensured timely action in event of any face-mask or social
distancing non compliance inside campus
All the above are cutting across the various UNGCNI
sustainable development goals viz. Climate Action, Good
Health & Well Being, Industry innovation & infrastructure and
others. With the enormous impact on People, Profit & Planet;
this solution proved to be vital lever for Tata Steel to combat
this pandemic.
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Maruti Suzuki India Limited
Hybrid Learning Strategy
Maruti Suzuki Training Academy, which is the
L&D vertical of MSIL caters to the learning
requirements of its employees and value chain
in multiple areas:
Behavioral
Technical
Leadership

Functional
Vocational
Overseas Trainings
This is further enabled through its
expansive infrastructure:

Best Practice | Context and Approach

Hybrid-Model

10%
40%

COVID-19

90%

Disruption in Learning Space
Limited Digital Infrastructure
Ensuring Continuous Learning
Redesigning Training Module
Learner Engagement on digital medium
Digital Training Impact Assessment

Pre Lockdown

Classroom
Training
Virtual
Training
& Webinars

100
%

During Lockdown

Classroom & Lab Training

Classroom trainings
Online Trainings
Web studio,
Overseas Training and Language School
Technical Training Center and Finishing
School

60%

Post
Lockdown

Web-based training

UNGCN Sustainable and Innovative HR Practices Contest | Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.
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e-Gurukul
Platform
Online
Courses

Reinforcing behavioral concepts
Practical sessions for technical
induction trainings
Virtual learning interventions
Enhanced reach
Cost effective
700+ hours of content
Behavioral, Statutory, Technical
and Functional training program
Self paced learning
Collaboration with digital LSPsLXPs

Maruti Suzuki India Limited
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Pre-lockdown 90% of our trainings were enabled by classroom trainings while only 10% were enabled by the digital platform. However, as the pandemic
struck, this led us to shift to a completely web-based model during the lockdown.
And after a comprehensive brainstorming MSIL has revamped its learning strategy by implementing the Hybrid Learning model, which is based on the
60-40 principle wherein 60% refers to web-based training and 40% refers to the classroom trainings.

Implementation and Impact

Following is the impact of the learning interventions undertaken by Maruti Suzuki Training Academy in the following areas.

Area

Major Topics

People Impacted

Behavioural

Understanding self, personal effectiveness and emotional intelligence

12,800+

Leadership

Strategy, change management, coaching and digital disruption

200+

Functional

Machine learning, data analytics leadership in crises, and personal growth

4700+

Technical

Shop specific trainings, safety sessions on technical and maintenance

31,500+

Vocational

Skilled manpower for vendors and dealers in production and retail

5000+

SMC Japan

Japanese culture and language

150+

Digital Learning Tools

LMS platform e-Gurukul; Udemy; Great Learning; Degreed

By leveraging the Hybrid Learning Strategy along with multiple collaborations, we have been able to achieve cumulative learning hours of 1 MILLION and
more 100 THOUSAND courses have been completed so far.
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Impact on People, Planet and Profit
Enhancing people capability – 12X increased learning hours, 8X
increased total access

People

Bearable

Vocational programs: Creating job ready workforce for production /
retail catering to young population

Equitable
Monetary: Cost savings due to hybrid learning model - venue, travel,
training material etc.

Sustainable

Planet

Viable

Non-monetary: Improved productivity, process improvement, reduced
wastage of materials, reduced shop-floor accidents/incidents and
higher customer satisfaction due to quality across verticals

Profit

Trainer and Trainee movement - Zero
Initiated usage of ceramic cups, glass bottles replacing plastic/paper
cups
Reduced paper and stationary usage
In order to ensure sustainability and continuous improvement in the Hybrid
Learning Strategy, MSIL follows the 5-step Learning Model of: Engage,
Discover, Execute, Measure, and Consolidate.
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Prevention of Covid-19 through
Employee Wellness Framework

02

Lockdown
challenges amidst
COVID-19

04

Impact of the
HR best practice
on people, planet
and profit

06

Leadership
commitment and
communication
with employees

01

1

Evolution of
people focussed
practices in
pandemic times

03 framework
Wellness

2

05 UNGCNI’s SDGs
Alignment with

3
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Teleconsultation
apps like Doctor
Insta, 1 to 1 Help,
Clinikk

Special emphasis on
workplace safety,
workplace morale,
workplace motivation,
anxiety, uncertainity.

Physical, social,
mental, emotional,
psychosocial,
environmental

Team HR & Sustainability
Mayank
Prashanth Damagalla
Rajesh Sharma

4
5
6

Impact of the HR
best practice on
people, planet and
profit

Alignment with
UNGCNI’s 17
SDGs

More than 30 digital
townhalls by CMD and
regular communication
mails by CMD during
the pandemic

Hero MotoCorp

02
04
06

Pillar 2:
Promoting
wellness

Pillar 4:
Promoting family
health

Way forward:
Sustenance

Sustainable and Innovative HR Practices Case Study Contest

01

Pillar 1:
Proactive
preventive
measures

03

Pillar 3:
Facilitating well
being

05

Pillar 5:
Leveraging
technology

1
2
3
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Thermal screening,
health status apps,
alternate seating
arrangements etc.

Health awareness
sessions, laughter
yoga, mockdrills,
webinars on Covid.

Emergency ambulance
service to provide
medical support to all
the employees.

4
5
6

Online health
consultation tie ups
with Dr. Insta, 1 to 1
help, Clinnik app

Hero Hope app,
self health
declaration, Touchless
washing, Touchless
attendance

Embracing future,
enhanced safety,
heightened emotional
connect, improved
family engagement,
increased flexibility.

times group
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SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE HR PRACTICES
Driving Total Health and Wellness
Quotient

BCCL is one of the largest media conglomerates,
built on a strong legacy of 180+ years with the
mind of a start-up. Our flagship brand, The Times
of India, is the largest English daily followed by
The Economic Times, the second-largest business daily along with having strong presence in
the Languages space. Having an exponential
growth rate, propelled by an indomitable spirit
to challenge conventional wisdom and "outside
the box thinking," resulted in the establishment
of innovative industry benchmarks. Our most
valuable asset, aside from our powerful and
successful brands, is our people. Our culture,
as well as our ability to attract, inspire, and
develop the "right talent," sets us apart.
Media industry is a highly competitive environment as the product shelf life is “limited to 7 am
in the morning”. Additional stress factors for
business operations include publishing deadlines,
dealing with the public, “win or lose” situations,
maintaining high levels of credibility of the
product plus high levels of competition & invasion from other players, even outside the industry. COVID brought in additional stress resulting
in apprehensions, anxiety and adapting to the
new ways of working. We are deemed an essential service and hence, maintaining business

operations and employee safety were important.
Keeping employees engaged and aligned was a
business priority at the time.
The impact & implications of COVID is still
unfolding; as a proactive HR team, there was an
immediate responsibility and opportunity to gain
a deeper understanding of the crisis, address
apprehensions while ensuring business
continuity. Proactively, from March onwards,
we re-imagined, re-engineered and re-hauled our
work, workplace and workforce to adapt to the
new world of business with its new normal and
reached out to our direct and indirect work-

force, our Customer (advertiser) & Consumer
(reader) to ensure alignment and a balance of
their Mind Body & Soul through a real-time
experiment with remote work culture & workplace practices, flexible & technology-enabled initiatives.
Employers are quickly seeing this trend and
investing more in employee engagement. We
designed the LEAP framework to ensure a
balance of every stakeholder’s mind, body and
soul, with the objective of aligning work, workforce and workplace thereby creating value for
the individuals and the enterprise at large.

Key Initiatives
Enable & Scale up
through effective
& efficient use of
Technology

Innovative Thinking
with Speed and
flexibility of decisionmaking and operations

L.E.A.P
Learn.
Engage.
Aware.
Praise.
For Physical,
mental and
emotional
well-being.

Constant Communication - Internal & External
Learning Impetus: Up - Skilling on Technology, tools and navigation
assistance for remote working
Proactive Policy changes
Benefits at no cost to individual - Counseling by Clinical Psychologists,
Renowned Doctors & Emergency services on call/click of a button
Integrated health & safety awareness
Ergonomics & Resilience training
LIVE & interactive sessions with Nutrition experts, Physical Trainers, Doctors
Consistent Health & Yoga sessions (LIVE)
Mask India campaign
Exclusive health & wellness sessions by renowned Physicians, Spiritual
Masters
Social recognition
Joy of Giving - opportunities to volunteer for a social cause
Diversity & Inclusion programs & initiatives
PowerHouse of
Successful brandS

BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD
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learning and
innovative

MIND

BODY

SOUL

great
people

times group
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INTERVENTIONS
LEARN: We tried to provide the necessary
support, infrastructure, and resources for
employees to be productive, particularly as they
adapted to "new ways of remote working" by
enabling IT infrastructure, virtual working, VPN,
and conducting informative sessions on effective, efficient, & remote working. Many classes
were designed as byte size learning to build IT
efficiency to enable remote working. Interventions followed to encourage building capability
across: Tool-set, Skill-set and the Mind-set.

L.E.A.P
Learn.
Engage.
Aware.
Praise.
For Physical,
mental and
emotional
well-being.

LEARN
Ensure work continuity by providing
requisite support, infrastructure
& resources for employees to
be productive, especially as they
adapted to the “new ways of remote
working”. IT infra enablement,
virtual working, VPN, informative
sessions on effective, efficient
and remote working.

Exclusive virtual sessions
on
IT Tools
Design Thinking
Creativity & Innovation
Crisis Management
Upskill and reskill on
functional skills

Self paced courses
available at the click of
a button

Personalised
learning compaigns.

Learning Agility
Working Remotely
Dealing with Ambiguity

ENGAGE
L.E.A.P

ENGAGE: Our goal was to involve coworkers and their families in initiatives that reassured everyone. Our consistent messaging of
#InItTogether & #BackTogetherStronger was
met with a resounding positive response. What
started as mere participation turned into a wave
by colleagues participating with their families
thereby not letting social distancing become
psychological distancing.

Learn.
Engage.
Aware.
Praise.

Aligning individual
Purpose with
Organizational
purpose through
Al based platform
to enable Virtual
Volunteering.

For Physical,
mental and
emotional
well-being.

Opportunity
for colleagues
experience the “joy
of giving”

AWARE: Our goal as an organization has been to
communicate in a clear and consistent manner
that fosters trust & connects with stakeholders. We also make an effort to reinforce our
compelling value proposition through effective
channels that reach a diverse group of coworkers. An aligned Work-force is more productive
than an isolated workforce working in silos.
Our campaigns ran for both internal & external
stakeholders and set the social media on fire.

L.E.A.P

“We Care“ initiative provided dedicated
numbers of Certified counsellors and
psychologists at no cost to employees
and family members. Complete
confidentiality maintained.
A Medical Insurance Top Up of Rs. 8 lacs
to 15 lacs in Easy Monthly Instalments
(EMI) to ease employee financial burden.
OPD insurance option with Unlimited
Doctor Consultation and Diagnostics

Exclusive sessions by
Subject Matter Experts
and Spiritual Masters
Bhagavad Gita sessions
to manage todays
stressful environment
Yoga sessions to
balance and ensure
calm mind
Work from Home
contests

Diversity &
Inclusion
initiatives to
Build, Engage,
Inspire &
Applaud Women
Colleagues.
Build a culture of
inclusion

AWARE
Learn.
Engage.
Aware.
Praise.
For Physical,
mental and
emotional
well-being.

Health advisories
issued to employees
in tandem with
Government advisories
through consistent
communication
from Chief People
Officer and focused
campaigns to create
awareness of “Do’s
and Don’ts” within the
organization and in the
larger ecosystem.
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Self-Declaration form circulated
for all direct & indirect BCCL
Workforce to identify suspect
cases and ensure next steps in
case of identified cases.
I Promise, #InitTogether
and #BackTogetherStronger
Campaigns to promote social
distancing, avoid spreading fake
news, ensure hygiene for self
& family etc. with clear Call for
action (CTA).

An Employee handbook designed
and released to re orient the
workforce with the new normal and
provide guidelines on the changes
in the new work arrangement to
ensure safety for self and others
with multiple scenarios defined,
A detailed Covid FAQ document
on Covid related questions for self
and family
Contact details of HR teams.
Details of insurance coverage

External
campaigns
to suggest
Newspapers are
the only source of
credible news and
are safe
Maskindia
Newspapers
are safe
ILoveMyNewspaper

times group
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Praise: Our most valuable asset, aside from our
powerful and successful brands, is our people.
Our culture, as well as our ability to attract, inspire,
and develop the "right talent," sets us apart. We are
regarded as learning and an innovative organization
in our industry & beyond. With Collaboration and Speed
as our core values, we focus on Innovation to generate
and experiment new ideas and perspectives with
Collaboration and Speed as our core foundation. We
truly live our Core Values of CLASIC (Collaboration,
Learning Agility, Accountability & Risk Taking, Speed,
Innovation & Compassion & Care) and, applaud and
praise colleagues who exhibit them.

PRAISE

L.E.A.P
Learn.
Engage.
Aware.
Praise.
For Physical,
mental and
emotional
well-being.

Culture of appreciation
Video created and posted on
BCCL Linkedin garnered 3,540
views and 11,469 impressions
https://www.linkedin.com/fe
ed/update/urn:li: activity:666
6556601417240576

Applauded our own
COVID Warriors

Applauded our own COVID
Warriors

Employees and their
families appreciated
for participating
for going the extra
mile and ensuring
business continuity
by unlocking
societies.

Production employees
who worked tirelessly to
ensure newspaper was
delivered to the Reader
every day by Senior
Leadership.

Employees shared
their ideas on
innovative ways to
connect with the
consumer.

Impact
As a safe, caring, and ethical organization, significant measures were required to ensure the mental, physical, and spiritual balance of all stakeholders, as
well as to enable simultaneous work, workforce, and workplace transformation. We've been able to go above and beyond with these initiatives to ensure
a healthy balance of mind, body, and soul, not just in people's lives, but also in our external stakeholders.
The result is for everyone to witness as we individuals were involved and engaged leading to 71% learning, 92% engagement, 100% awareness
and 25% praise.

LEAP OUTCOME – EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION
Learning
(4,700 i.e. 71%)
Self-paced Learning Modules made available
on Learning Management System with AI
based personalization
Virtual – Instructor led programs on Functional Skills (Masterclasses)
Created the much-needed pull and amplified
“consequence” linked learning

Engagement
(5,600 i.e. 92%)

Awareness
(6,300+ i.e. 100%)

Work from Home contests
Health & Well-being Sessions
Virtual Volunteering interventions
D&I initiatives
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Consistent and informative
internal & external communication
Emails
Videos
Employee Handbooks
Social media posts

Praise
(1,522 i.e. 25%)
BCCL wide, Function
specific and campaign
specific Reward Programs
Contest Winners
Our own COVID – 19
Heroes

Panasonic
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Safety, Health & Wellness:
Innovation, Impact & Sustainability
HR Practice: To build, optimize and sustain employees’
safety practices and their health & wellness programmes

Our priorities during and
post COVID-19

Innovative Practices on Safety, Health & Wellness
SAFETY OF OUR EMPLOYEES
Office Operating Procedures
Strict Entry Norms
Zone Champions
Online Self Booking Seating Plan
COVID Bots
Safety Contests

EMPLOYEES’ HEALTH & WELLNESS
Health Product Offerings
Kin Connect Program
Doctor sessions: Boosting Immunity
Yoga & Mental Well Being
Diabetes and Lifestyle
		Life Chakras by Celebrity Coach

Impact on People,
Profit & Organization
Built and sustained
employee morale

Sustainability: HR Practice in line with UNGCNI Sustainability Development Goals

Augmented Productivity
Increase by 1.5% (5 months)

Innovative & feasible solution for sustaining employees’ safety from any transmittable virus in the long run

3

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

8

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

13

15

CLIMATE
ACTION

LIFE
ON LAND

Improved Employee Retention
13.5% to 5.9 % (6 months)
Reduced Absenteeism
3.5% to 0.9 % (6 months)

Impact on Planet

Sustainable safety, health & wellness practices improves work-life balance along reduced carbon footprints
Higher life expectancy contributed by a healthy & better life style along with Lower Global Warming &
Pollution Index

Empowerment, Localization, Rich Communication
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Built a Culture of Care

Panasonic
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Strategy & Plan Adopted: During and
Post COVID-19

Strict

Office Operating Procedures: Premises have been split into three zones, isolated
from each other and with no hopping & employees to use defined walkaways only
All 3 zones have allocation of separate Lifts, Parking, Entry & Exit Points, Pantry,
Washrooms, Printers etc. which needs to be followed strictly*
All zones have dedicated Zone Champions to ensure guidelines being adhered
to along with Safety Champions and Compliance Champion for ensuring its
administration and governance

Meeting Room

Board
Room
Board
Room

Thermal Scanning at Entry & Checking self declaration form, a predefined
online questionnaire to be filled by all employees on a daily basis regarding their
symptoms
Online Self-Booking Sitting Plan Portal launched for employees made in line
with government guidelines of social distancing – 3 meters at both workstations
and meeting rooms
COVID Bots (Artificial Intelligence) are designed and generated for all employees
to gauge their current health status and educate WHO guidelines to them
Multiple contests conducted every quarter to drive and reinforce safety
guidelines among employees and make this new normal in times to come
All employees to mandatorily wear masks, zone cards and ID cards with Rapid
Action Force built & their emergency contact numbers shared
Thorough sanitization of premises, vehicles & workstations on an hourly basis
in all 3 zones while sanitizers being kept at multiple dedicated points
Framed & shared Advisories & precautionary measures for employees working
from home
Empowerment, Localization, Rich Communication
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Restricted Usage
Recreational
Center

Foreign /
Domestic
Travel

Physical
Engagement
Activities

Large Gatherings &
Trainings

vedanta
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Obstacles in the Path

Our Vision
Project Dream Run - Line 6 Ramp Up
Launching & Ramping
up of Line 6 Operations
by August’20
Increasing plant
capacity from 1.32
MTPA to 1.78 MTPA

Challenges
Manpower deployment in 3
months
No external hiring
Technical Skill development
with limited classroom/ on
site trainings due to COVID

Impact

Skill Level

82
%

Opportunity
Employee Feedback survey on effective
ways to impart technical skills
Project SEED- Skill Enhancement &
Employee Deployment
Launching of Digitalized Technical
Training Platform

Innovation

Enhancing the Technical Skills of
Employees
Cost Impact due to no external hires,
Inhouse Training module
Optimization of resources, Talent
Pool Development, Increasing Local
Employment

66.81
%

Digital Intervention

4.75
lacs

Sustain

Impacting Technical Skills through
Gamification
Use of Simulation & assessment-based trainings.
Online Certification and competency
assessment of employees through
online portal.

2.55
lacs

Training Cost

120

246

No. of
Certifications

56
%

Less use of Paper and Consumable
energy.
Incorporating sustainability training in
the module.
Exploring -“Community Skill Development” through the specific portal.
Skill Gap analysis of Associate
Partner employees & impacting on
Learning Index development.

Skilled

66
%

42
%

Highly
Skilled

Local Employment Generation
39

47
%

vedanta
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Project Framework
1

2

3

Org Structure of Line 6,
Current employees moved at
Technical target positions.
Inventory of JDs, previous
experience & skill gap
analysis
Preparation of Pot room
training materials and
questionnaires

4

Analysis, SMEs
(subject matters experts)

5

Learning solutions impartedE-books, video lectures, &
simulations

6

Pot room skill mapping
test & technical evaluation
based on proficiency level

7

Re-test & Application
of a skill matrix, gap
identification & IDP

Gamified Technical Learning
Learn It Right

Alignment with Un Model & Path Ahead
Poverty- Job Fair enhancing local employment.

Expert Speaks
Visual display of information
Animated Modules Mirroring Plant
Operations
Quiz Time!

Health & Wellbeing- Online platform, live sessions
for Mental health awareness, Tele Consultation
Quality Education- Modules for students and
stakeholders (I-Tutor)
Gender Equality- I-Learn platform, Self-Help
Group- Subhalaxmi Cooperative

Do It Right
Simulated Assignments to be
completed by self
Focus on Don’ts
Assessments through Structured &
Exacting modules

Clean Energy & Climate- Paper waste, electricity,
Savings of Rs. 10.7 lacs (in 6 months)
Work & Industrial Growth- Skill & trained
manpower- For efficient & sustainable operations

Experience It Right
Case Studies on Abnormal
Situations- Anomaly Alert!
Compares the Actual vs.
Benchmarked Parameters
Virtual Shop Floor Assistant
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Key Highlights
4000 Self
sustaining women

Self help group
training

Agricultural Best
Practices Training

Online
coaching

hella
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#Mission SAMPARK #Humanity Win
Impact
High Trust
Culture
Developed
leads to 0
% Attrition
among Migrant
Labors
HR Best
Practice Name

Zero
Production
Losses.

#Mission SAMPARK #Humanity Win

Execution &
Sustainability of Employees Health &
Safety Guidelines leads to
almost negligible Covid cases
in Factory &
Field.

People management during the panic
situation of COVID-19.
Context

Retention of Migrant Labors & their Health
Employees Livelihood and Healthy Business
operations

Problem
Statement

Sudden Covid Lockdown & Uncertainty
about future.

Relocation of
Various Global
Projects to
India.

Safeguarding Employees Health & Well
being in a remote way.
Tough Company Financials Situations

Copyright Protection: Confidential – ISO 16016
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Innovation

SUSTAIN

We are connected
with 100 %
Employees by
forming multiple
teams led by more
than 50 Leaders
with HR mindset
working like a HR
Angels.

By Sustaining
ongoing
Employee
Engagement
Initiatives

Use of technology
like whats app,
ZOOM to connect
Instantly and
regularly with all.
Promoting health
and well being of
all by organizing
regular digital
awareness sessions
and implementation
of Corona Cavach
Mediclaim Policy.

Launch of
Mobile Working
Policy &
Employees
Relief Fund.
Regular
Health- CheckUps.
Implementation of Incentive Policy to
support in Livelihood of all
employees.
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EBIT

0.1
Jul-20

0.7
Aug-20

Sep-20

HCL
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HR Best Practice: Ensuring employee, safety,
health and wellbeing in COVID-19
What did HCL do differently to address a common problem?

Objective

Committed to our culture
of care - #TakeCareHCL
Mitigate infection
risks among employee
ecosystem, promote
wellbeing, ensure business
continuity

Innovation
24x7 Helpline supported by HCL Healthcare
provided medical, advisory, counselling and
emergency response services
Developed technology for monitoring and
outreach
Policy ecosystem enabled for the new
normal
Maximized virtual wellbeing initiatives
remotely
External experts available ‘On Demand’
Copyright © 2020 HCL Technologies Limited | www.hcltech.com

Response

Global Pandemic Plan
activated in Jan 2020
Response led by CHRO in
conjunction with CEO & CRO
Established Crisis
Management approach
helped us respond to a
complex issue in a timely,
effective way

Impact
People – Saved lives. Nurtured wellbeing
Approx. 300,000 people covered
90% employees ‘Very Satisfied’
Profit – Grew during the toughest period
Planet – Digital transition to a more
sustainable world
Business Sustainability - Enabled 3.5
million client employees to provide
mission-critical services
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Practice

Scaled-up
Practicehealth benefit
program
Provided free healthcare
services to employees &
families through in-house
HCL Healthcare clinics,
online, and at-home
Aligned to UNGCI’s “Good
Health & Wellbeing” SDG

Sustain
Healthy investments for a healthy
workplace
Healthcare $300,000 to-date /
$500,000 till April 2021
Workplace - $2.5mn & $5mn in next 5
months
Holistic Focus on healthy workplace –
Physical, Cultural & Lifestyle

HCL
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Innovations and impact of the HR best practice on people, planet and profit
People
Total Health Checks: YTD –
~16,000
Virtual Doctor Consults: YTD
- ~10,000
In Clinic Visits: ~3,200
Well- Being Sessions: YTD
– 500+ sessions; 30,000
employees
Helpline and Consultation
Services: YTD – ~40,000
contacts

Planet

Sustainability in
business

Profit (Business)

Digitalization meant less trafficreducing carbon footprint, plastic
waste generation, lower usage of
electricity in-premise, 100,000
MS Teams meetings/month

Successful quarter June
2020 ended with 31.7% rise in consolidated
net profit at Rs.2,925 crore
Revenue grew 8.6 per cent
to Rs.17,841
11 new transformational
business wins

Engaged workforce
enabled 3.5 million
client employees to WFH
	Resilient supply chain
for critical services like
Technology, Security,
People, Facility operations,
Transportation services

Copyright © 2020 HCL Technologies Limited | www.hcltech.com
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Programs

Communication

Technology

Process

INNOVATIONS

panasonic
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Digital Engagement: Innovation,
Impact & Sustainability
HR Practice: Design, Drive and Deliver digital activities framework for
augmenting employee engagement
HR Practice in line with UNGCNI Sustainability Development Goals

3

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

8

15

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

LIFE
ON LAND

Our priorities during and
post COVID-19
Impact on People,
Profit & Organization
Enhanced reach with easy
access for activities

Pre-COIVD activities
of Engagement under
the umbrella of
Learn-Live-Achieve

Virtual
Employee
Engagement
Employee Retention
Work Life Balance + Employee benefits
Empowerment
- Voice of Employees
- Employee Connect

Enablement
- Self Development
- Strive for excellence

Innovation Introduced
Post-COVID: All Engagement
activities conducted Virtually
under one platform of
“Workplace by Facebook”,
internally called as Ripples

LEARN | LIVE | ACHIEVE
- Talent Development - Team Bonding - Rewards

Self Development &
Enablement opportunity
Work-Life Balance &
Healthy Lifestyle

Impact on Planet

Sustainable digital engagement practices reduced carbon footprints due to less movement and less physical
gatherings
Higher happiness quotient contributed by a healthy & better life style along with Lower Global Warming &
Pollution Index

Empowerment, Localization, Rich Communication

Built a Culture of
Care & Connect
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Augmented Employee
Retention & Productivity

panasonic
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Strategy & Practices Adopted: 3S Principle for
Employee Engagement
Our initiatives conducted digitally for augmenting employee engagement during COVID-19 defines the new
normal to sustain for future
Employee Empowerment

Face-Off Event: Debate sessions between teams on
miscellaneous areas of interest
Kin-Connect program to connect employees & their
families on areas of humor therapy, live music shows, art
studio, painting contest etc.
Bonding teams beyond boundaries for uniting team and
rising together
Fire-side chat & townhall with CEO on company’s
strategy ahead & futuristic scenarios
Connect sessions with Business Heads (Hi-Tea, Coffee,
Heart to Heart etc.)
Live webinars on personal & employer branding
Festival Celebrations

Employee Enablement

Self-Development initiatives
Learning miles, certifications, courses, assignments
etc. for all levels across areas of leadership,
management, operations etc.
Catalyst program for imbibing ambition, resilience
and humility principles
Panasonic’s biggest annual awards ceremony
(President Excellence) with multi-verticals jury
members assessment

SAY

Empowering
employees for
their say

Employee Retention
3S
Principle
STRIVE

Enable employees to their
highest potential and
perfromance
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STAY

Retention
initiatives for
employees

Work from home policy: The new
normal with employee benefits
Maintaining work-life balance
through mindfulness & stressrelieving sessions
Wellness sessions on Yoga,
Inquisitive mind, COVID-19
authentic guidelines from WHO,
Mayo’s clinic
Imminent Doctor’s sessions
on lifestyle, contagious &
transmittable diseases
Share-to-care policy for retaining
employees during unprecedented
times

otpc
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WHAT MAKES THE HR BEST PRACTICE INNOVATIVE
AND SUSTAINABLE/IS IT ALIGNED WITH THE
UNGCNI SUSTAINABILITY DEVELOPMENT GOALS?
Impact on

People- Safety issues related Health of employees.
Profit- Needed to encourage WFH/ Productivity of
employees

Impact

Resource utilization and business continuity

Hotspot zone identification and installation of
Auto sanitization machine.

Innovation

Sustain

Fixed rota for operation persons for 15 days in 02
group with complete isolation with outsider.

Safety of house-keeping staffs, pantry boys
and guards.
Sanitizing of office & plant in every 04 hours.
Thermal scanning for all.

Meetings on online platform to have zero contact.

WFH for non tech staff with IT connectivity

Online log sheet/PTW maintenance.
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Solution innovative and sustainable, and how it is aligned to UN SDGs /
SDG agenda of Govt. of India
Decent work and economic growth (SDG-8) – Being under essential services, we have been
ensuring uninterrupted power generation of clean power to Tripura state amid this pandemic
by keeping our staff safe and isolated. Provided PPEs/Medicines/Healthy environment/food and
under 24*7 medical surveillance to keep them motivated.
Good Health & Well being (SDG-3)- Innovative measures taken for operation staffs by
making a shift rota for operation team (One team for 14 days and 2nd team of 14 days) without
overlapping with isolated arrangement with all care so that there would no lapses in operation
of the plant. Essential staffs for other Depts were either on WFH or were coming in staggered
timing.

Impact achieved
We have achieved uninterrupted
power generation till today.
Plant/Machine/Manpower
availability ensured by
implementing various innovative
solutions during the pandemic.
OTPC created a huge brand image
in the region by providing power
to all 07 NE states along with
Bangladesh during this tenting
times.
Contract workers are more
engaged and giving more
contribution in the plant
performance.
Physical and mental health keys
to resilience and these innovations
helped to restore employees/
workers faith on OTPC
management which will have long
term impact.
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Organization Context and
Problem Statement
Power System Operation Corporation Limited
(POSOCO) a public sector undertaking is the
apex body for the Indian electricity grid operation that operates the power system of the
country through National Load Despatch Centre
(NLDC) located at New Delhi and five Regional
Load Despatch Centre (RLDCs) located at New
Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, Bangalore and Shillong.
The organisation is required to maintain the grid
security, reliability and ensure the integrated
operation of Indian power system.
The functions of POSOCO assume criticality as
the health and stability of whole national electricity grid depends on our organisation. If there
is any disruption in the supply of power, the
power market in particular and Indian economy
in general can be badly affected.
Since POSOCO is a knowledge-based organisation, its human resources (which include control
room engineers as well as support staff) are its
key assets. The control room is required to be
operated 24x7 by experienced shift personnel in
different shifts. Employee health and well-being, thus, becomes key concern of management.

Due to advent of Covid-19 pandemic, there
emerged many risks to health of the employees
and hence, the health of the overall electricity
grid of our country. The morale and work efficiency of the employees of the employees tends
to negatively hamper due to such a situation.
Since the Control Room cannot be left unattended even for a single minute, it was almost
impossible to carry out proper sanitisation as
the chemical used for the sanitization may cause
health hazards to employee. .Mental stress/
panic also took over employees during shift
change as they were afraid that they may get
infected due to another asymptomatic corona
infected person which might be from other shift
group.

POSOCO Control Room

Solution

A number of measures such as regular sanitisation of work space, daily virtual meetings,
distribution of free medical equipment (pulse
oximeters, thermometer, BP monitors, Blood
Sugar monitors, nebuliser etc) to all employees, organizing COVID-19 Precautions sessions
by the specialists, providing sanitizers, masks,
hand gloves etc to every employee includ-
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Applause by Government of India

posoco
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ing all contractual staff, secure private transport to each shift personnel etc were taken for
employee well being.
In addition, contact-less shift handover practice was thought of and due to this practice,
our business continuity remained uninterrupted.
It is quite sustainable as it provides the N-1-1
contingency plan to organization and can take
care of any further contingency like COVID-19,
which no one ever thought of.
Contact-less shift handover needed technology
intervention and higher management support.
The implementation of contact-less shift handover practice started in April 2020 itself. Full
fledged operation started from 26th June 2020.

over by creation of additional control room. This
has paid a positive dividend to us by reducing
panic/stress of employees and ensuring health
and well being of employees.

Impact on the bottom lines

Impact on People - As a result there was
Reduced Mental Stress among the employees ,
Sense of security thus overall Health and Well
being of the employees was ensured.

Impact on Planet – Above result on employee
health and wellbeing has avoided any grid
disturbance which might have affected the 130
Billion people of the country.
Impact on Profit – We are a statutory
organization thus working on No Profit No Loss
basis; however, any grid disturbance could have
led to loss of Billion of Rupees to the Indian
Economy.

Our practice in alignment with UN sustainable development goals:

Impacts

Contact-less shift handover practice mitigated
the risk of corona spread during shift change

Good health and well-being
(SDG Goal - 3)

Additional Control Room

Provided comfort level to critical staff
Reduced stress / panic among staff
Ensured health and well being of staff
amidst corona crisis
Organization is now ready for any such
future contingency
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Industry innovation and infrastructure
(SDG Goal - 9)
Idea of having separate control room for
different shift was quite innovative
It involved technology intervention
Virtual and Paperless Handing Over-Taking
Over

PeopleStrong
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In year 2020, we created a massive impact
01

3500 trees saved due to paperless operation
960 tones of Carbon emission saved due 100% WFH

02

80% diversity hiring
Employees earned 70% above salary with 25% extra time

03

10% increase in profits
13k hrs of interview saved due to Ninja Hiring model

“We Enhanced employee trust, Focused on employee development & Created efficiencies for employees”
© PeopleStrong. Disclosure not permitted.
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1

Multifold impact

Daily HR Employee
calls
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No salary cut
0% top performer attrition
15% productivity increase
through objective key results
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Improved HR query
resolution: 70% via HR
Chatbot
Regular townhalls and
smaller connects
Institutionalize the
programs and interventions
into policies
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100% L&D adoption across
organization
Digital L&D platform:
40+ course for upskilling
Learning programs on
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Daily 60 calls by HR team to
ensure employee safety
Employees encouraged to move
hometown
Leaders called employees
twice a week to check welfare
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PeopleStrong

5

Plan next stage of AI chatbots
Develop GIG policy
Learning programs on adoption
Implement hybrid model
Performance and output of
GIG workforce
Create auto mode of
intervention to sustain for
future

Hero MotoCorp
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Connected Heroes –
Virtual Learning
Leadership
Involveme
nt & Policy
Interventio
n
Through bu
siness
continuity p
lan
ensuring bu
siness
sustainabil
ity
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Team HR & Sustainability
Mayank
Prashanth Damagalla
Rajesh Sharma

Virtual learnin
g
platforms and
classrooms

– Virtual
New Policy
mework
Learning Fra
pment
Talent develo
ero
framework, H
my.
Talent Acade

Udemy, Percipio,
VLMS, Webinar
s.

Virtual Induction
Hero proactively
developed “Virtual
Induction Mechanism”
and onboarded all new
joinees flawlessly.
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People
Virtual Learning
Impact on

Planet

Alignment
with SDGs

Profit

Way Forward
Increased
Flexibility

Improved Family
Engagement

Heightened
Emotional
Connect
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Enhanced
Safety

Embracing
Future

tech Mahindra

What is the problem?
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What is our solution?

What is the impact?

What is the response?
Video about Mhealthy

Our lives are disrupted
and we are forced to
reinvent
“Wellness before business” is our guiding
philosophy
Need a scalable solution
to track “at-risk” cases
in near real-time.

Context & issue

Mhealthy links to UN
SDG’s of (3) Good
Health and Well Being
& (8) Decent Work and
Economic Growth

Risk assessment using
AI/ML with teleconsultation

Inspires confidence
amongst employees to
return to work safely

Solution consists of
mobile app, diagnostic
testing and online dashboard.

Over 11000 people
across 11 cities have
been screened

TechM got the
runners-up for Health &
Wellness at SHRM HR
Excellence Awards

HR Best Practice

Results

Results

Coverage*

Locations

1944
10924
Customers Employees

11 cities - Bangalore, Bhubaneswar,
Chandigarh, Chennai, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, Mumbai, Nagpur, Noida,
Pune, Vizag

www.techmahindra.com

Mhealthy was awarded
the ‘Best Technology
Solution for #COVID19’
at the ET HealthWorld
Intelligent Health and
Tech Awards 2020

Mhealthy – A platform
for Diagnostics, Telehealth, AI and Analytics
to track well-being of
employees
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Mhealthy won USA
based gold Stevie Award
for pandemic response

Global Dashboard
Real-time
dashboard for
making decisions on
workplace safety
*All details as of 31st Dec 2020

tech Mahindra
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The COVID-19 crisis has forced organizations and individuals to hit the reset button. To ensure business continuity, we needed to develop a COVID-19
risk management platform. Mhealthy with its multi-parametric digital diagnostics, AI & ML driven prediction and telehealth consultation solution helped
us achieve that. It allows organizations to remotely monitor the health risks of all people who visit the office premises and creates an environment for
employees to return back to work. The solution links to UN sustainable development goals of good health as well as decent work for economic growth.
This solution is being offered to other organizations and has enormous scope to be expanded to develop future wellness solutions.
Mhealthy targets two crucial aspects of the United Nations Sustainability development goals. It helps organizations make data driven decisions towards
risk reduction during a pandemic by putting in place early warning systems through daily screenings. TechM has invested a significant amount of capital
to ensure a healthy workforce through this initiative putting wellness before business. We aim to promote safe and secure working environment to all
employees as well as third party stakeholders and customers who are part of the TechM ecosystem thus reinforcing our belief in being a company with a
purpose.

Employees
register on
Mhealthy app
Mhealthy app
Self-assessment
based on
medical history,
exposure history,
demography and
symptoms
The app can be
used for a daily
check-in
www.techmahindra.com

Screening Tests will
be performed at the
office
Pulse Oximetry, Blood
Pressure, Blood
Glucose, Temperature
and COVID-19
antibody test
Risk score generated
on the basis of a
proprietary algorithm

Risk profile is
generated
Low risk employees
are cleared for
work
At-risk individuals
are recommended
self-isolation or
scheduled for
teleconsultation

Telehealth access
post results
Telemedicine
consultation
through Ashvin,
TechM Telehealth
Solution
Doctor can
prescribe for an
RT-PCR test or
necessary care

Result shared on
Mhealthy app
56

Aligning to HR
Systems
Inputs from
Mhealthy are
integrated into HR
Systems
Employees will be
screened before
returning to work,
as indicated by the
algorithm

Mhealthy – A platform for
Diagnostics, Telehealth,
AI and Analytics to track
well-being of employees

tech Mahindra
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Cdsco Cleared

Clinically Tested

13485 - 2016

Certified

“Through Mhealthy, TechM does medical checks
of every person entering their door and gather
that data. Within the next year or so there would
be millions of people who have been checked by
this platform. We now have an private company
that could be leading world wide health revolution
because it chose to solve a problem. I hope that
other IT companies start doing this on a large scale
and gathering data because India could be leading
the world in health solutions.”
- Vivek Wadhwa (Professor & Author)

Mhealthy is a multi-parametric wellness screening platform, which conducts the mandatory
COVID-19 rapid antibody test for risk assessment along with screening of multiple factors,
which may contribute to the susceptibility of risk.
This service uses artificial intelligence, machine
learning and other technologies, to understand
digital diagnostics and share insights. There are
five components in this solution -

3. Risk profile is generated by using AI/ML
based algorithm and Low risk employees
are cleared for work. At-risk individuals are
recommended self-isolation and scheduled
for teleconsultation.

1. Employees register on MHealthy app to
do Self-assessment based on medical
history, exposure history, demography and
symptoms

5. Aligning to HR systems by linking results to
internal HR systems which give employees
instructions regarding returning to work, as
indicated by the algorithm

2. Comprehensive Screening at the workplace
including Pulse Oximetry, Blood Pressure,
Blood Glucose, Temperature, BMI and
COVID-19 antibody test.

Mhealthy platform is ISO 13485 – 2016 certified, Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation (CDSCO) cleared, clinically tested and

www.techmahindra.com

4. Telehealth access post results through
Ashvin, TechM’s Telehealth Solution. The
doctor can prescribe for an RT-PCR test or
necessary care.
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compliant with all government mandated regulations, and guidelines. Testing centers are easy
to setup and the time taken for testing to results
per person is less than 15 minutes. The AI//
ML prediction algorithm has been developed in
consultation with leading scientists and doctors.
The Mhealthy Data visualization and analysis tool is present on a dedicated secure portal
for remote monitoring and electronic records
review.
The accompanying quote by Vivek Wadhwa in a
TedxGateWay Webinar on July 31st 2020 amply
illustrates the potential of Mhealthy to collect
relevant health data to help design future
health solutions - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UHgwI84NURQ at 43:20

Cairn
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Company Name: Cairn Oil and Gas, Vedanta Ltd.

Team Members: Aratrika Ghosh & Aditya Vyas

				

Name of the HR Sustainable Best Practice: Employee Care Program

Time since the Best Practice has been implemented: April 2020

Problem Statement: How do we address the mental and physical stress of both remote and on-site workforce
in this difficult period, especially considering multiple work locations and work environments?

Essential industry – no
cessation of operations

Stretched shifts for
sites – restriction on
manpower movement

WFH a new experience
for most employees –
difficult to adjust

Concerns about general
medical availability in
lockdown

High levels of physical
and mental stress
reported by employees

Description of Practice: Comprehensive virtual employee wellness program designed around combating mental
stress, fatigue and anxiety among employees. 2 main focus areas:

Physical Stress

Mental Stress

Month long Yoga
Program
Expert Webinars

Employee Assistance
helpline through
Counsellors & General
Physicians

30 mins, Mon-Fri
1-2 hours, bi-monthly

24x7 access helpline
(telemedicine support
tie-up with major
hospitals)
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Internal
(Cairn employee)
External experts

All employees, TPCs
and family members

External (doctors and
health experts from
major hospitals)

All employees, TPCs
and family members

Cairn

Impact on:

People
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Insights from Post Activity Surveys
Participants reported strong impact of wellness programs in creation
and sustenance of a positive work environment during covid
Positive Work Environment
Healthy Lifestyle choices
Improved Morale

200
100
0

Planet

Profit

Alignment with
SDG Goals

Trend of Sick leaves availed by employees

300

Reduced energy consumption
(Program – Location agnostic)
Reduced commute & facility cost
Creation of like-minded community
focused on well being

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Sick Leave

600

Manpower & Production across sites during lockdown

400
200

Lower absenteeism and health
related productivity losses (graph 1)
Sustained productivity levels in the
face of Pandemic (graph 2)

0
20-Mar

27-Mar

03-Apr

10-Apr

Manpower

17-Apr

24-Apr

01-May

08-May

Production (KBOEPD)

Objective : Multi pronged approach to employee health & well being
Best in class health financing – One of the best OPD & Medical Insurance policy
Respond comprehensively to emerging need of employees & their families as regards to both mental
& emotional stress
24x7 helpline support provided through tie ups with multiple hospitals to provide pan India support
Online Wellness programs helped immensely in conserving energy and reducing carbon emission;
continued practice of the same, as is planned, shall scale benefits
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15-May

What the jury said...
I would like to congratulate UN Global Compact
Network India for organizing HR Sustainable
Innovative Practices Case Study Contest. It
has been my privilege to be a part of the Jury
to evaluate the case studies. The concept of
conducting a contest, with emphasis on staying
focused on people during and post Covid-19
was quite unique and the response was pretty
overwhelming, with 58 entries received from 41
organizations. To enter the contest, the requirement
for integrating the innovative and sustainable
HR practice with one or more of the UNGC’s 17
Sustainability Development Goals (SDGs) and 10
UNGC Principles was also unique.

I would like to Congratulate UNGCNI for this wonderful
initiative and more importantly on their effort to
consolidate these best practices into a compendium to
share with all. This is indeed very useful during these
testing COVID times for others to learn and implement
the same. I would also like to convey my best wishes
and compliments to the organizations who not only
implemented these practices but also took the initiative
to share with others.

It is great to know that top 25 case studies are
being published in this compendium. I am sure this
will act as a guide for HR fraternity, to emulate
some of the innovative HR practices followed by the
winning organizations. Accenture, the knowledge
partners for this event did a great job in developing
the evaluation criteria and for smoothly conducting
the event virtually.

Dr. Shalini Sarin
Director Elektromobilitat, Executive Coach & Strategic
Advisor, Board Member Linde India; Meritor Automotive
Axles & Kirloskar Oil Engines & AEEE, Chair Center for
Clean Energy - Plaksha University

On this occasion, I wish all the very best to
UNGCNI and its team.

Dr. Rajeev Ranjan
Head - South Asia,
Rotary International South Asia Office
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jury members
round 1 - PANEL OF JUDGES FROM THE CORPORATE & ACADEMIC WORLD

Mr. Balachandar NV

Sqn Ldr Shipra Sharma
(Retd.)

Executive Director HR at Ashok Leyland

Ms. Shikha Gupta
Director HR (Talent
Management & OD,
D&I) at Schneider
Electric

Head - CSR & Sustainability,
Larsen & Toubro Infotech Ltd.

Mr. Suhas Joshi

Head - Sustainability &
Business Stewardship,
Bayer

Ms. Sindhu Kapur

Dr. PK Biswas

Director - HRBP at
Mastercard

Mr. Vivek Jain

Sr. Exe. VP & Head HR,
Kotak Bank

Dean - IMT Ghaziabad

Prof. Mamata
Mohapatra

Mr. Yogesh Thakur

Dean Executive Education
& International Relations &
Professor OBHR at International
Management Institute

Director HR & OD - Asia,
SOS Children's Villages

Dr. Sapna Narula

Dr. Radha Sharma

Mr. Jitender
Chaudhary

Dr. Rajeev Ranjan

Dean - Nalanda
University

Independent
Consultant - HR

Professor Organizational
Behavior, MDI

Head - South Asia,
Rotary International
South Asia Office

round 2 - PANEL OF global jury for the grand finale

Dr. Shalini Sarin

Director Elektromobilitat, Executive
Coach & Strategic Advisor, Board Member
Linde India; Meritor Automotive Axles &
Kirloskar Oil Engines & AEEE, Chair Center
for Clean Energy - Plaksha University

Dr. Vidya Iyer

Chair for the HR
Program, School of
Inspired Leadership

Ms. Tina Muparadzi
Chief People and Culture
Officer, Mastercard
Foundation

Ms. Reshma
Ramachandran

Group Vice President, Hitachi
ABB Power Grids
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Ms. Vandana Poria,
OBE FCA

The Human Alarm Clock
Thinker, Speaker, Curator,
Advisor- Leadership Dynamics

Dr. Rajeev Ranjan
Head - South Asia,
Rotary International
South Asia Office
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Award Process Partner
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Ms. Shabnam Siddiqui, Executive Director, UNGCNI

Mr. Vishvesh Prabhakar - MD (Partner), Accenture India

Mr. Kamal Singh, Former Executive Director, UNGCNI

Mr. Abhishek Chhabra

Mr. Aseem Kumar, Head - Asia Pacific Resource Centre, UNGCNI

Ms. Chanda P. Lalwani - Consultant, Accenture India

- Principle Director, Accenture India

Ms. Shreya Verma, Program Manager - Asia Pacific Resource Centre, UNGCNI

SocioLadder and Sustaineverse Team

About Global Compact Network India (GCNI)
Global Compact Network India (GCNI), is the local arm of the UN Global Compact,
New York. It is the first Local Network in the world to be established with full
legal recognition. GCNI also serves as a country level platform for businesses,
civil society organisations, public and private sector. As a local arm of UNGC,
Global Compact Network India (GCNI) New York has been acting as a country
level platform in providing a robust platform for Indian businesses, academic
institutions and civil society organizations to join hands for strengthening
responsible business practices and aids in aligning stakeholders’ responsible
practices towards the Ten Universally Accepted Principles of UNGC in the areas
of Human Rights, Labour, Environment and Anti-corruption, broad UN goals
including Sustainable Development Goals and other key sister initiatives of the
United Nations and its systems. At present, the India Network is the leading
Network among all the Local Networks in the world. It has also emerged as the
largest corporate sustainability initiative in India and globally with a pan India
membership of over 500 leading businesses and non-businesses participants
and signatories, strengthening their commitment to the UN Global Compact
Principles by becoming proud members of the Local Network in India.
For more details, please visit: www.globalcompact.in

Ms. Rashika Manwani

- Director - Charity & CSR UEV
SocioLadder Technologies Pvt Ltd.
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